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hampton By Dick Tugwell 

  

There was a time, not so long ago in fact, when a visit by Northampton would 

have caused few qualms at the Rec, where Bath were once invincible, but not 

any longer. 

In the old amateur days, Northampton were generally accepted as a first class 

side who were never quite up to winning trophies, but over the past three 

seasons with the onset of the professional era, the Saints have steadily 

established themselves as a major force in rugby union and they will be treate 

with respect by Andy Robinson's men this afternoon. 

And quite justifiably too, because although they have yet 

to lay their hands on some elusive silverware, their overall 

ifessional entity has been one of steady and consistent 

vd direction of Ian McGeechan, renowned as a 

ich par excellence, Northampton have made 

rms of standing over the past three years, 

prolonged challenge for the Allied 

hip title last spring, when they were 

hampionship pennant by a supremely 

)ster outfit who fully deserved to 

)gs. 

wthampton snapped at the Tigers heels for 

few matches of an exciting campaign and 

>ure of their achievement was that in finishing 

erm and clinching European Cup qualification in the 

so managed to complete a rare double over Bath, 

he Rec last December and then romping home 40-17 

h at Franklins 

s have matched that feat over the past two 

th the astute financial backing of owner Keith 

:ent management and a solid, loyal supporter 

have gradually developed an impressive playing 

amises to establish the club as a force to be 

reckoned with on the domestic and European club rugby scene. 

McGeechan, of course, has now departed to guide Scotland's progress on the World Cup and international 

stage, but Saints look to have replaced him wisely by appointing John Steele as his successor. 

Steele performed a minor miracle in keeping London Scottish in Premiership One, before their recent 

demise in the merger with London Irish and Richmond, and judging by their results to date this season, they 

are right on course to mount another challenge for top honours this season. 

in four games thus far, including three pre-season friendlies, they have emerged victorious on each 

8ccasion, beating Rugby (55-20) and Bedford twice (38-22 home, 34-17 away) in their warm up matches, 

before gaining a hugely satisfying 46-24 home triumph over champions Leicester in their opening league 

encounter. 

Leicester were clearly affected by the absence of their international stars on World 

Cup assignment, but so, to a not much lesser degree, were Saints, who had the likes 

of England's Tim Rodber, Matt Dawson, Paul Grayson and Nick Beal missing along with new signing Allen 

3ateman from Richmond who is in the Welsh squad, new captain Pat Lam (Samoa), Budge Pountney 

Scotland) and another new signing Martin Scelzo (Argentina). 

Apart from Bateman and the giant 21st, 6ft 4in Scelzo there has only been one other new recruit at 

Franklins Gardens, flanker Simon Holmes joining the club as cover for the World Cup period, while 

French International centre David Dantiacq has departed for Pau and utility back Andy Blyth has joined 

Sale Sharks. 

Bath fans will welcome the news that former England winger Jon Sleightholme is fit, in form and 

likely to turn out against his old club today, but Argentina hooker Federico Mendez, Saints player of 

the season last term, is a long term casualty with an Achilles injury and is not expected to resume 

playing until December. 

Nevertheless it promises to be an entertaining and 

'eventful opening encounter at the Rec and Bath are 

inly too aware that nothing less than their best form 

will suffice to prevent the Saints from extending 

their impressive start to the new campaign.  
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